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Compute Offering
Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) is a developing
technology that applies cloud architecture principles to
provide compute, storage and networking resources close
to the user, at the edge of the network. MEC will support the
emergence of next generation applications that require
ultra-low latency, high bandwidth services and access to
network information enabled by availability of
near-real-time cloud computing capabilities and a
data-center service environment at the network edge.
MEC provides a unique and compelling opportunity to the
telecommunications industry to explore new business and
revenue models while leveraging their own networks, unique
network application programming interfaces (APIs) and
existing distributed real estate.

The Capgemini
Engineering Vision
for Edge Compute
Communications Service Providers (CSPs) and the Network
Equipment Providers (NEP) around the world are leveraging
the open architecture approach that allows platforms to
become application-developer focused. MEC is not restricted
to wireless operators. With alternative edge computing
concepts emerging, other players such as public-cloud
providers are extending the centralized cloud to the customer
edge via gateways and Internet of Things (IoT) edge devices.

Capgemini Engineering’s vision for Multi-Access Edge
Computing is to create a developer-centric architecture
and cloud-native platform that will make edge discovery,
onboarding and management of applications easy and
seamless for edge application developers. The Capgemini
Engineering MEC solution provides a comprehensive
cloud-native platform to build applications that includes
serverless architectures, persistent storage for containers,
policy management, simplified orchestration and a
microservices-based architecture for MEC services.
Our differentiated engagement models are built around our
licensable software frameworks for the MEC offering along
with professional engineering services. Our solutions help our
customers design, build, test and support a telco-grade
MEC platform.

Platform Differentiators
•

I nnovative multi-edge management mechanism
enabling devices (and developers) to discover the “right”
edge while executing applications

•

I nnovative distributed and event-based computing
architecture to offload computing from devices to edge
through Serverless and Sidecar design patterns
 DKs for developers to develop client and edge
S
applications for faster time to market

•

Future Roadmap
•

I nnovative mobility management of edge application
context across edge

•

Streaming service between micro-services
i.e. PubSub architecture

•

 dge and edge application monitoring solution
E
from central hub

•

Integrated identity and access management

•

Three tier architecture to enable device, cloud and
edge split of the application logic

•

 omprehensive edge security management fabric
C
for edge applications

•

 ighly available management system that manages
H
VNFs and Edge Application

•

 ccelerated Compute and Storage for MEC through
A
GPU acceleration

•

 utomated bootstrapping and commissioning
A
of micro-data centers

•

 uilt using open source components at each layer
B
of the platform architecture

Figure 1: Capgemini Engineering Multi-Access Edge Compute Platform Differentiators and Roadmap
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ENSCONCE:
Capgemini Engineering
Edge Computing Solution
Ensconce, the Capgemini Engineering edge computing
platform solution brings together multiple capabilities,
accelerators and frameworks that enables rapid
development of Multi-Access Edge Compute solutions.
The platform can reside on micro-data centers close to
access network, aggregation points, regional data centers
and central offices. The platform enables low latency edge
application development through developer SDK, facilitates
provisioning of edge applications on demand, discovery of
edge deployments, orchestration of applications across
the operator network and monitoring and management of
applications through its lifecycle. This reduces the barriers for
application developers to host their applications for the edge.

The Ensconce platform is a distributed platform that brings
together several capabilities that can help create a feature
rich, robust and cloud native MEC platform for developers to
leverage for faster time to market of their edge applications.
The key components of the Ensconce platform are:
•

•

Application Onboarding

•

Device Component
(Through SDK)

Low Latency Component Deployment
Edge Cloud

Orchestration Across Edges
Carrier Cloud

Enterprise and
Low Latency
Sensitive Apps

Edge of the Network
•
Cable
•
Fixed Broadband
•
Macro and Small Cells
•
Consumer LTTH

Central Offices or Regional Data
Centers

Cloud Component
Deployment
Public Cloud

 apgemini Engineering MANO Platform: A
C
comprehensive distributed and hierarchical management
and orchestration function for virtualized network
functions and cloud native containerized applications
 apgemini Engineering NetAnticipate: A unique
C
capability to drive intent based networking across the
large mesh of MEC nodes distributed across the
operator network

•
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 erverless and function-as-a-service architecture
S
where developers can offload computing from
device to edge or from cloud to edge to leverage low
latency computing on demand.
 omprehensive DevOps capabilities and automated
C
bootstrapping of complex network, storage and
compute aggregation at the edge

•

 developer SDK that enables application developers
A
to leverage the platform, discover edge at runtime,
use serverless and optimally use edge storage

•

 bility to run single application instance for each
A
device to optimize resource usage

•

 PI and event gateways to streamline micro-service
A
based application access

Operator’s Telco Network
Figure 2: Application Development continuum from Public cloud to edge

 apgemini Engineering EMLEE: Capgemini Engineering’s
C
Edge Machine-Learning Enhanced Environment (EMLEE)
provides artificial intelligence at the edge by allowing
users to take a deep-learning model trained in the cloud
and prepare it for deployment to a low-compute and lowmemory edge environment for inferencing

•

 apgemini Engineering also offers pre-integrated
C
frameworks of wireless access virtualized network
functions that can be optionally utilized to accelerate
mobile use cases for edge computing.

•

Creating custom-made tools and apps that leverage our
knowledge base and proficiency in macros

•

 ssisting with the successful transfer of product
A
manufacturing from an acquired organization to the new
parent organization in compliance with existing standards
and manufacturing capabilities

•

 ramatically increasing the efficiency of customized
D
engineering requests by reducing lead time for ‘order to
‘delivery’ from ten to four days

•


Introducing
new technology for intelligent, ergonomic,
self-adjusting chairs

•

 esigning alternatives to retrofit existing furniture
D
designs with modern upgrades

•

 ramatically Leveraging IoT technologies and virtual
D
reality in design and visualization

•

Assisting with the successful transfer of product
manufacturing from an acquired organization to the new
parent organization in compliance with existing standards
and manufacturing capabilities

 apgemini Engineering Ensconce Edge Platform-as-aC
service: A comprehensive developer platform to develop,
onboard, execute and monitor cloud native applications.
The key capabilities of this platform includes:
•

Public Cloud Data
Centers

•
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The traditional model of using artificial intelligence (AI) in
the cloud with API calls from a device at the edge does not
work well for applications that require real-time (latency of
less than 20 milliseconds) or near-real-time response (latency
of less than 100 milliseconds). In addition, areas with limited
network bandwidth or coverage present additional challenges
for a smooth customer experience. Moving AI to the device
edge or close to the device at the edge—for example, on
an edge cloud—solves this issue but presents a new set of
challenges. The edge environment is resource constrained by
low compute and low memory, so AI models that are resident
in the cloud become slow at the edge and sometimes don’t
even fit in memory.

•

Compressing the deep-learning model so it can fit in the
low-memory edge

•


Supporting
deep-learning models trained in Caffe,
Caffe2, Chainer, CNTK, Darknet, Keras, MxNet, PyTorch,
scikit-learn, Tensorflow, Theano and Torch

•

 ccelerating typical deep-learning models such as
A
AlexNet, VGG, Inception, ResNet etc. up to 5 times and
compress them up to 50 times

•

 ranslating the optimized model to work with the target
T
edge hardware such as low-power GPUs (Nvidia Jetson,
AMD Radeon), FPGAs (Xilinx, Intel) smartphones (Apple,
Android) and microcontrollers (Raspberry Pi)

•

 roviding a library of optimized pre-trained deepP
learning models for image classification, object detection,
instance segmentation, object tracking and action
tracking. The library of optimized models enables a user
to deploy these models quickly at the edge.

Capgemini Engineering’s Edge Machine-Learning Enhanced
Environment (EMLEE) provides AI at the edge by allowing
users to take a deep learning model trained in the cloud and
prepare it for deployment to a low-compute and low-memory
edge environment for inferencing with a few simple API calls.
EMLEE enables AI at the edge by:

Cloud Native
Application Platform
Serverless and
compute offload

•

EMLEE
(Edge Machine
Learning Enhanced
Environment)

 ccelerating the deep-learning model so that it can
A
perform well on the low compute edge

Integrated VNF
Frameworks
(Cloud-RAN, vEPC)
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Representative
Capgemini
Engineering
Expertise: Cloud
to the Edge

ML Model Development
Learning + Optimization + Transformation
User built or +OT ML models

Pre-trained or +OT ML models library

Keras

TensorFlow

Keras

Caffe

TensorFlow

Theano

MXNET

ML Model GPU Transformer

ML Model Smartphone Transformer

ML Model GPU Optimizer

ML Model Smartphone Optimizer

ML Model FPGA Transformer

ML Model Microcontroller Transformer

ML MODEL FPGA Optimizer

ML Model Microcontroller Optimizer

Domains

ML Model Deployment at Edge
Edge App 1

Edge App 2

Edge App 3

Edge App 4

ML Model for GPU

ML Model for FPGA

ML Model for Smartphone

ML Model for
Microcontroller

GPU Sharing Framework

FPGA Sharing Framework

CUDA

OPEN CL

REVISION

OPEN CL

CORE ML

NNAPI

RASPBIAN

NVIDIA JETSON

RADEON INSTINCT

XILINX ZYNQ

INTEL ARRIA 10

APPLE IOS

ANDROID

RASBERRYPI

Customers Engagement

Orchestration and Management

•

 evelopment of large-scale end-to-end edge
D
computing platform solution for a Tier-1 CSP through
the development of container clouds at scale including
edge compute runtime, central orchestration, mesh
networking, developer portal

Cognitive Application and Microservice Platform

•

 evelopment and research in OpenStack-based
D
low-latency infrastructure platform and split vEPC
with a Tier-1 Telecom research labs in North America

•

 roof-of-concept on orchestrating split EPC between
P
edge and central office for North America service
provider delivering internet and data services at
properties like airports and shopping malls

•

 evelopment of MEC demo lab for a Tier-1 CSP with
D
platform and integration with 4G access components

Figure 4: Altran’s Edge Machine-Learning Enhanced Environment (EMLEE) Model

Networking

Fast Path and SDN Controllers

OpenStack
(VM, Container
Cluster)

DC/OS
(Bare Metal
Container Cluster)

Kubernetes
(Bare Metal
Container Cluster)

•

•

 cloud-native multi-edge platform and application
A
manager (including NFV platform for virtualized
access network functions)

•

VNF Manager for VNF management at the edge

•

 loud-based IaaS platform to host cloud-based apps
C
and edge discovery server

•

 aaS operational platform for tools, application
P
management and onboarding

 evelopment of software defined storage for Tier-1
D
CSP using open source CEPH

Infrastructure

Installation and Deployment
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Figure 5: Representative Altran Expertise and Customer Engagements
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Capgemini
Engineering Edge
Services: From
Concept to
Post-Deployment
Support

Why Capgemini
Engineering?
Capgemini Engineering is a global design, research and
engineering services company that supports communications
service providers and network equipment providers as
they transition from the old appliance hardware model to a
virtualized software-enabled ecosystem model that underpins
Multi-Access Edge Technology (MEC) technology.
Our services include:

Cloud-native edge platform
for building edge applications
on a developer-centric
architecture

Capgemini Engineering has a holistic end-to-end services
model for MEC from conceptualization to post-deployment
support. These include digital design services, hardware
design, platform development, system integration, testing,
and support and maintenance of the edge platform. Our MEC
platform enablers and accelerators supported by our DevOps
approach allows our customers to quickly move from concept
to design to monetization.

1
Edge digital design
& Strategy

•

Humancentered design,
concepting,
prototyping

•

 ustomer
C
experience

•

 se cases and
U
microservices
strategy
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2
Edge hardware
design & services

•

Development services

White-box design

•

Prototyping

•

Validation and
Testing

•

 ccelerated
A
computing
H/w design
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•

Architecture
design, system
development
and integration
services

•

DevOps platform
development

•

Edge PoC/demo
lab

•

Ideation,
architecture
and design of
edge applications
in augmented
and mixed reality,
automotive,
robotics domains
etc.

5
Support, maintenance
& sustenance

Testing services

•

•

•

Focused testing
services on edge
connectivity,
VNF catalog,
onboarding and
service chaining,
ML Infused closed
loop automation
Product
validation,
interoperability
and regression
testing
 est-lab set-up,
T
performance
and security
certification

Licensable
software frameworks
that speed
time-to-market

•

•

•

E xtended
monetization
for EOL products
through product
transformation
Technical support
services (L1L3) for edge
network elements
(physical
& virtual)
 etwork
N
operations center
(NOC) setup and
operate / security
operations center
(SOC) setup and
operate

Software Frameworks
ENSCONCE:
Cloud Native
Edge PaaS

Management and
Orchestration
Framework (MANO)

Pre-integrated vEPC
and Cloud-RAN

Figure 6: Altran Multi-Access Edge Compute (MEC) Platform Enablers and Services

Edge Machine-Learning
Enhanced Environment
(EMLEE)

Network AI
(NetAnticipate)

Edge Security
Frameworks (HAVOC,
IDROCK)
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Design and
engineering expertise
in 5G, mobile access,
core networks and
datacenters

Differentiators

Security frameworks
enabling security design
and validation for
DevOps

Edge platform manager and
orchestrator for
end-to-end orchestration of
edge applications

Capgemini Engineering’s expertise and experience in the development of
service-provider solutions and application-development ecosystems enable our
customers to navigate the unique challenges in realizing value from the new
technology. Operators should explore and leverage new revenue opportunities from
MEC. Capgemini Engineering is actively working with many telecommunications and
cable operators around the world on this journey by helping them define their MEC
roadmaps, create use cases and establish a path to monetization.
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About Capgemini Engineering
Capgemini Engineering combines, under one brand, a unique set of strengths from across the
Capgemini Group: the world leading engineering and R&D services of Altran – acquired by
Capgemini in 2020 - and Capgemini’s digital manufacturing expertize. With broad industry knowledge and
cutting-edge technologies in digital and software, Capgemini Engineering supports the convergence of the physical
and digital worlds. We help clients unleash the potential of R&D, a key component of accelerating their journey
towards Intelligent Industry. Capgemini Engineering has more than 52,000 engineer and scientist team members
in over 30 countries across sectors including aeronautics, space and defense, automotive, railway, communications,
energy, life sciences, semiconductors, software, and internet and consumer products.

For more details, contact us :

www.capgemini-engineering.com
Write to us at:

engineering@capgemini.com
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